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Abstract
Similarity-based diversity defined by Leinster and Cobbold (2012) encompasses classical measures of diversity, including
the number of species, Shannon and Simpson diversity, and also phylogenetic and functional diversity as long as distances
between species are ultrametric. We derive two estimators to allow applying it to real, often under-sampled data, and its
decomposition into alpha, beta and gamma diversity when an assemblage of communities is considered.
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It is still surprising that a so widely used ecological concept,
such as the concept of diversity, is still so debated. Ecol-
ogy is rich of such recurring debates on concepts (e.g. the
“ecological resilience” concept [1], or the “functional trait”
concept [2]) that could nevertheless be seen as part of a funda-
mental theoretical corpus. This may be why one may consider
that ecology is still a “young” science [3]. Practically, the
notion of diversity is more or less consensual among field
ecologists. Very roughly, the diversity of an ecological system
is even higher than the individuals in the system are “differ-
ent”. Two ecological systems are even more different than
their individuals are, too. Problems arise when we move from
words to mathematical quantification. Entropy, viewed as
the average surprise provided by the data [4, 5], paved the
way of a coherent theoretical framework [6] that respects a
set of meaningful axioms [7, 8] including discarding species
identities, continuity relatively to the probabilities of occur-
rence of species and the Pigou-Dalton [9] property (replacing
an individual of a more abundant species by an individual
of a less abundant species increases diversity). Generalized
entropy, namely HCDT entropy [10–12], allows moving the
cursor, the order of diversity q, from rare to abundant species.
Conversion of entropy into Hill numbers [13–15] provides the
effective numbers, i.e. the number of equally-frequent entities
(e.g. species or communities) which would yield the same di-
versity value as the data. The product of the effective number
of communities [16], namely β diversity, by α diversity (the
average diversity of communities) is equal to the γ diversity
of a mixture of communities (i.e. a meta-community). HCDT
entropy and Hill numbers have been applied to phylogenetic
and functional diversity, and, though always perfectible, solu-
tions have been proposed to most issues: the correspondence
between HCDT entropy and Hill numbers [17,18], the decom-
position of diversity according to Jost [16], Chiu et al. [19]
or Routledge [18, 20], providing different definitions of α
diversity, and robust estimators [21–24].
Recently, a major step forward was made by Leinster and
Cobbold [25] who introduced a general measure of diversity
denoted qDZ, the similarity-based diversity. Encompassing
all previously cited measures (at least when distances measur-
ing the difference between species are ultrametric, see [26],
Appendix S1, for a discussion), it allows a direct measure of
diversity as the inverse of the average ordinariness of species.
The latter is defined as its average similarity with other species:
the topology of species, i.e. the place of this species in a
multivariate space, does rely on species-to-species similar-
ity. Parameterizing the definition of the average [27] allows
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choosing the importance of ordinary species. The great im-
provement of this measure is to build on a species-to-species
distance matrix directly. This is a very desirable property that
allows taking into account not only evolutionary or functional
distances but also any other kind of paired relationships [25].
Let’s focus on functional diversity. While evolutionary re-
lationships are naturally represented by a phylogenetic tree,
functional diversity is more generally calculated from a matrix
of multivariate distances, which is often highly distorted later
when transformed into a functional dendrogram [28]. In addi-
tion to being problematic for the calculation of the functional
diversity, this over-simplification of the raw trait matrix is ex-
tremely frustrating for field ecologists knowing the many dif-
ficulties encountered to measure these batteries of functional
traits, especially in hyper-diverse ecosystems [29]. Knowing
that single trait values or single trait variation axis are often
inadequate predictors of the species fundamental niche [30],
losing the multivariate information when estimating diversity
prevents taking into account unique combinations of traits that
influence ecosystems that are responsible for the ecosystem
effect of a given species [31]. Up today, this similarity-based
diversity qDZ still lacks both (i) a robust estimator and (ii) a
decomposition framework. First, it has long been recognized
that the observed diversity depends on the sample size [32], so
that estimation-bias corrected estimators are required [33, 34].
Second, Leinster and Cobbold have said very little about qDZ
decomposition into α , β and γ components. If the path is rela-
tively well marked for diversity indices based on dendrograms,
it remains to extend this analysis to the similarity-sensitive
ones.
In this paper, we first recall the definitions and duality
between similarity-based diversity and Ricotta and Szeidl’s
[35] entropy qHZ. We discuss the definition of the similarity
matrix in depth. We explicit its parametric construction argued
by Leinter and Cobbold and the differences with an alternative
approach that lead Chiu and Chao [36] to propose a different
measure of functional diversity. We propose two estimation-
bias corrected estimators: the first one is an implementation
of the Horvitz-Thompson [37] estimator, the other is built
on the estimation of the ordinariness of unobserved species.
Then we derive the decomposition of both qDZ and qHZ and
provide a definition of β diversity and entropy.
2. Methods
2.1 Notations
Consider a random sample taken from a meta-community
made of several local communities. Abundances of species
in each local community is denoted ns,i (s = 1, 2, . . . ,S is
the index of species, i the index of communities). ns is the
number of individuals of species s in the meta-community, ni
the number of individuals sampled in local community i and
n the total number. The same notations are used for proba-
bilities of occurrence ps,i which are unknown but estimated
with pˆs,i = ns,i/ni. Community weights are wi: they may be
equal to ni/n but any positive values summing to 1 are al-
lowed. We assume that ps = ∑iwips,i for all species. This
may be understood as the definition of our meta-community:
the assemblage of communities whose species probabilities
are the weighted average of those of communities. Diver-
sity of the meta-community is γ diversity. Diversity of local
communities is α diversity.
Species similarity is introduced as a square matrix Z of
dimension S×S whose elements zs,t are the similarity between
species s and t. Similarity is between 0 and 1 by definition,
and zs,s = 1: any species is completely similar to itself. A
detailed presentation of the possible matrices can be found
in [25] and is not repeated here. A matrix of particular interest
is Z= IS, the identity matrix where each species is completely
different from the others, used to measure neutral diversity.
The definition of qDZ can be extended to relatedness matrices,
which only require that all terms zs,t are positive, and the
diagonal terms strictly positive (see appendix A5 of [25]).
Our results remain valid for relatedness matrices except for
our new estimator which explicitly supposes that a species
similarity with itself is 1.
2.2 Definition of qDZ and qHZ





qDZ is the inverse of the generalized mean of order q−1















In other words, 1/qDZ is the average ordinariness of
species of the community. The generalized mean allows giv-
ing more or less importance to ordinary species. Rarity is not
concerned by the parameter: ps is at power 1. When species-
neutral diversity is addressed, ordinariness reduces to the
species probability so both notions converge, but this not the
general case. Chiu and Chao [36] have another approach: they
define functional diversity as the weighted average distance
between pairs of species, where the weight of the frequency of
pairs is parameterized by its power q. Then, q allows giving
more or less importance to rare pairs of species (hence to
rare species). Both approaches are valid, but quite different.
In similarity-based diversity, low values of q focus on orig-
inal (understood as “not ordinary”) species, high values on
ordinary species.
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qDZ is the deformed exponential of order q of the entropy











Diversity is a monotonic, increasing function of entropy,
which is more easily written with the formalism of deformed







The relation between entropy and diversity is the same as
that of HCDT entropy and Hill numbers:





A euclidean distance matrix ∆ between species, whose ele-
ments δs,t are the distance between species s and t, can be
obtained by a generalization of Gower’s distance [39] from the
values of traits measured on each species. An example is given
below. The simplest way to obtain a similarity matrix from
a distance matrix is to normalize it and take its complement
to 1: zs,t = 1− δs,t/max(∆). We denote ds,t the normalized
distances.
We follow Leinster and Cobbold to suggest zs,t = e−uds,t
where u is a positive constant that can be interpreted as a
scaling factor of the distance matrix. The negative exponen-
tial transformation means that the similarity between species
decreases exponentially with respect to distance rather than
linearly. From a theoretical point of view, this definition is
supported by the theory of categories [40] which provides
several useful results. One of them is that the maximum value
of qDZ (given Z) is obtained for a unique distribution of prob-
abilities whatever q [41], and this value is the magnitude of
the subset of euclidean space defined by the distance matrix.
Magnitude is an invariant of metric spaces, analogous to the
cardinality of sets. Although this theory is not necessary to
define what diversity is, it is particularly appealing because
of the evident analogy with the effective number of species.
Empirically, u controls the convexity of the transformation
of distances into similarities. When u = 0, similarity is 1
whatever the distance. u = 1 is close to a linear transforma-
tion. When u increases beyond 1, similarities are more and
more packed close to 0. When u→+∞, the similarity matrix
tends to the identity matrix and qDZ tends to species-neutral
diversity. So u is a parameter that controls for the distribution
of similarity values. This may be seen as an issue, since it
adds one degree of freedom to the measure of diversity. On
the other hand, building a distance matrix relies on arbitrary
choices of methods. The ordination of distances clearly has an
ecological meaning (more distant species are less similar) but
the distribution of distances has less support. The parameter u
allows to chose how similar to each other species are.
2.4 Estimation bias correction
As many other measures of diversity, qDZ suffers estimation
bias [42]. The plug-in estimator, built by simply plugging pˆs
into the formula of qDZ, is biased for two reasons: unobserved
species [22] and the nonlinearity of diversity with respect to
probabilities [43].
Bias-corrected estimators exist for HCDT entropy [20], in-
cluding the Horvitz and Thompson [37] estimator first adapted
by Chao and Shen [22] for Shannon entropy. We use it here
to estimate qHZ. We then propose a new estimator of qDZ.
2.4.1 Chao-Shen estimator
qHZ is the sum over species of the measure hs = ps lnq 1(Zp)s .
Unobserved species are responsible for unobserved terms of
the sum. An unbiased estimator of such a sum has been
derived by Horvitz and Thompson [37]: each observed term
is divided by the probability for the species to be sampled: the
lower it is, the higher hs is weighted in the sum.
Chao and Shen [22] proposed to combine it with the es-
timator of the sample coverage. The total probability of oc-
currence of unobserved species is by definition 1 minus the
sample coverage [44], which can be estimated from the data











n is the sample size and fr the number of species observed
r times in the sample. This is an improvement of the well-
known Turing’s formula Cˆ = 1− f1/n. The observed species
probabilities can be better estimated by
{
Cˆ pˆ1, . . . , Cˆ pˆT
}
where T is the number of observed species. 1− Cˆ is the
estimated total probability of unobserved species.
We also have to estimate (Zp)s. The observed Z ma-
trix lacks the S−T columns of unobserved species, and the
vector of probabilities lacks the corresponding probabilities
{ pˆT+1, . . . , pˆS}. Nothing is known about the similarity of
unobserved species with observed ones. A reasonable assump-
tion is that their average similarity with any other species is
identical to the average similarity between observed species,





/[T (T −1)]. Since the sum of missing proba-











The first term is the sum over observed species of their
similarity with species s and the second term is the expected
sum over unobserved species. Plugging the estimator of ps
and that of (Zp)s into the Horvitz-Thompson estimator, an
estimation-bias corrected estimator of qHZ is:
qH˜Z =∑
s
Cˆ pˆs lnq 1(Z˜p)s
1− (1−Cˆ pˆs)n (12)




Instead of correcting the estimator for unobserved species, we
now want to explicitly estimate their contribution to the value
of diversity.
The observed Z matrix lacks S− T lines and columns.
The actual Z matrix is (only bold elements are known):
Z=







zT,1 · · · 1 z¯ z¯




zS,1 = z¯ · · · z¯ z¯ · · · 1

(13)



























The second one is more problematic:
U = ∑
t>T
pt [z¯(1− pt)+ pt ]q−1 (16)
The number of terms is unknown, as is each pt , but U can
be estimated following Zhang and Grabchak [24]. We define:
V =∑
s
ps[z¯(1− ps)+ ps]q−1 (17)
V is a linear diversity index, using the terminology of

























U is the sum of the terms concerning unobserved species,
so observed terms must be subtracted from Vˆ . The improved














The estimator of qHZ is:
qH˜Z=















pt ln(Zp)t = L+X (21)












The second term addresses unobserved species:
X =−∑
tgtT
pt ln [z¯(1− pt)+ pt ] (23)
We define the linear diversity index:
W =−∑
s
ps ln [z¯(1− ps)+ ps] (24)
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2.5 Decomposition of entropy
We decompose entropy and diversity following Marcon et
al. [18]. Entropy and diversity can be measured in each com-
munity. When communities are pooled, a meta-community
(whose species probabilities are the weighted average of those
of communities) is defined. Entropy and diversity of the
meta-community are called γ . The α entropy of the meta-
community is the weighted average entropy of communities,
i.e. we follow Routledge’s [46] definition of α entropy. Its
deformed exponential is α diversity (which is thus not the
average diversity of communities). Entropy is decomposed
additively, according to Patil and Taillie’s [8] concept of diver-
sity of a mixture. Diversity is decomposed multiplicatively,
and both decompositions are equivalent. Our purpose here
is to characterize β entropy, beyond defining it only as the
difference between γ and α entropy.







The α entropy of the meta-community is the weighted

























β entropy is the generalized Jensen-Shannon divergence
[20] between the distribution of Zp in each community and in
the meta-community.
The α diversity of the meta-community is the deformed













β diversity can be obtained by taking the deformed expo-





2.6 Decomposition of diversity
It is also interesting to directly decompose diversity to char-
acterize β diversity. It is usually only defined as the ratio
between γ and α diversity [47] or as a transformation of β
entropy [18, 20, 48].













From qDγ = qDα qDβ and Routledge weighting of alpha











As 1/qDZγ is the average ordinariness of species,
qDZβ is
the average normalized ordinariness of communities where the







that is to say its average species ordinariness divided by that
of the meta-community.
We may consider each community as an assemblage of
monospecific populations. Then, each population’s diversity
is qsDZα = 1, and weights are ps. Introducing these values into
eq. (34) yields qDZγ =
qDZβ : as shown by Rao and Nayak [49]
for entropy, the diversity of an assemblage of species is the β
diversity between its monospecific assemblages.
3. Results
3.1 Test of bias correction
We used the Barro-Colorado Island (BCI) 50-ha plot forest
inventory [50–52]. Year 2005 census contains 20852 individ-
uals from 229 species, among which 24 have been observed
only once. The sample coverage is close to 99.9%, allowing
to consider that the inventory is almost exhaustive and to use
it as a reference to test the efficiency of estimators applied to
subsamples. We set species similarity equal to 2/3 inside a
genus, 1/3 inside a family, and 0 outside family. The average
similarity between pairs of distinct species is z¯≈ 0.01. The
similarity matrix is somehow rough but no better data was
available for such a number of species.
We simulated inventories between 100 and 2000 individ-
uals in a multinomial distribution respecting same species
The Decomposition of Similarity-Based Diversity and its Bias Correction — 6/10
































Figure 1. Estimation of BCI diversity 0.5DZ (a) and 1.5DZ (b) depending on sample size.
The plug-in estimator (plain line) is the least effective. The Chao-Shen estimator (dashed line, grey-shaded envelope) performs
better than our new estimator (dotted line, dashed envelope) for small values of q but our new estimator is very effective for
high values of q. Envelopes are the 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles of simulated values. The horizontal line is the diversity of the
whole data set.
probabilities. Simulations were repeated 1000 times, esti-
mated entropy averaged and finally transformed into diversity
for plotting.
Simulated estimations are plotted in Figure 1. 95% con-
fidence envelopes are shown: simulated samples are realiza-
tions of the assumed multinomial distribution of the commu-
nity; stochasticity is not due to the estimators but to sampling.
The best estimator depends on the value of q. Their correction
is almost identical at q= 1.2 (not shown). At q= 1.5, diver-
sity can be estimated very accurately by the new estimator
with a sample whose size is less than the number of species
of the community. Following Marcon et al. [20]; we choose
a pragmatic estimation-bias correction using the maximum
value of the two estimators.
3.2 Partitioning functional diversity
We used the same tropical forest dataset as Marcon and Hérault
[18], made of two 1-ha fully inventoried plots in the Paracou
field station in French Guiana. 1124 individual trees (diam-
eter at breast height over 10 cm) have been sampled among
229 species. Four key functional traits were addressed: seed
mass and tree maximum height [53], and specific leaf area and
wood specific gravity [29]. A dissimilarity matrix was first
built using the Gower metric by the daisy function of the clus-
ter package [54] for R [55]. Our distance matrix is the square
root of the output of the daisy function: it is euclidean [39].
The similarity matrix Z was defined as zs,t = e−uds,t . Figure 2
shows the diversity profile of the whole data set (γ diversity)
depending on both parameters q and u. The effective number
of species varies little whatever the order of diversity when
























Figure 2. Bivariate profile of the Paracou meta-community.
Parameter q controls the importance of original species, pa-
rameter u the similarity between species. High values of u
make functional diversity converge to species-neutral diversity.
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and more dissimilar and the diversity profile with respect to q
converges to that of species-neutral diversity.
Among all possible values of u, we think that one is of
particular interest: the one which mazimizes the variance of
similarity. We will discuss it in the next section. Considering
our distance matrix, it is u= 2.48. We calculated diversity of
order 1. Neutral γ diversity is 134 effective species. Similarity-
based functional γ diversity is 3.68 effective species. It can be
interpreted as: the average species ordinariness is 1/3.68 =
0.27. It is also a Hill number: 3.68 completely different
species with equal frequencies would have the same diversity
as the observed meta-community made of 229 species. This
is a very small value; due to the low functional distances
between species in the similarity matrix: z¯≈ 0.26.


























































Figure 3. Functional diversity profile of the Paracou forest
communities.
Top left: α diversity of the meta-community; top right: α
diversity of each community (P006: plain line, P018: dotted
line); bottom left: β diversity; bottom right: γ diversity. Diver-
sity is the number of effective species (effective communities
for diversity) against the order q. It is estimated with bias
correction.
Neutral β diversity is 1.46 effective communities: the
species distributions are very different between the communi-
ties. Yet, functional β diversity is 1.02: almost no functional
β diversity is detected between the communities. Figure 3
shows the functional diversity profile of the meta-community:
its values are almost constant whatever q.
4. Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper, we derived the decomposition of similarity-
based diversity qDZ and proposed two estimators to reduce
estimation bias from the level of the plug-in estimator. The
Chao-Shen estimator is the best for small orders of diversity
but our alternative estimator outperforms it for higher orders.
Similarity-based diversity is preferred to estimate func-
tional diversity from a distance matrix because it does not
require building a dendrogram and so it preserves the topol-
ogy of species in the space of functional traits. Even if we
focused mainly on the functional diversity, the method works
equally well with any similarity measures. As highlighted
by Leinster and Cobbold, similarity can be measured in any
meaningful way: a genetic similarity will lead to a decompo-
sition of genetic diversity; a molecular similarity will lead to
a decomposition of molecular diversity, and so on. Results
are effective number of basic entities and entity assemblages
which have the same desirable properties as classical diversity
measures.
A critical issue is the definition of the scale parameter u.
Chiu and Chao [36] question the legitimacy of qDZ to measure
diversity in terms of effective number of species since many
examples show that qDZ almost does not vary with q. The
reason may be quite simple: all these examples define similar-
ity as 1 minus the normalized distances, resulting in diversity
profiles similar to that of Figure 2 for u = 1. Numerically,
when u is small, similarities are higher, so are the values of
species ordinariness (Zp)s. (Zp)
q−1
s can be approached by
its Taylor expansion of order 1 when it is close to 1. Simple
algebra shows that the consequence of this linear approxima-
tion is that the generalized mean of order q−1 reduces to the
arithmetic mean, allowing further simplifications in the calcu-
lation of qDZ which can be approximated by the inverse of the
average similarity between species pairs: 1/(∑s∑t psptzs,t).
Numerical simulations show that the approximation remains
quite good for ordinariness values quite far from 1. In other
words, if a significant proportion (in terms of sum of probabil-
ities) of species have an ordinariness over say 0.4, this rough
approximation appears to work very well on real examples.
Another reason may be that diversity actually varies little be-
cause species ordinarinesses are very similar [56]. Then there
are few original species and they do not contribute much to
the value of diversity, whether they are given more importance
by q or not.
This problem is partially solved when the appropriate
definition of similarity is applied. Yet, another one emerges
since no decisive criterion exists to chose a value of u, so a
profile is required. The comparison of the diversity of two
communities must be done along the bivariate profile allowing
positive values of both q and u, as recommended by Leinster
and Cobbold. The effective number of species given by qDZ
for a specific couple of values q and u is perfectly defined
but difficult to interpret since it varies substantially (from 1
to the species-neutral diversity) according to u. It is clearly
useful to be able to choose a particular value of u to be able
to synthesize the diversity of a community in a few effective
numbers. We propose two solutions.
First, a classical approach in ordination methods consists
of finding the best point of view to observe the highest possi-
ble variability of the data. We follow it here: considering the
distance matrix and the constraints of its transformation into
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a similarity matrix, there exists a value of u that maximizes
the variance of Z. It appears to be a reasonable choice be-
cause lower values make species excessively similar to each
other, and greater values make them more different (up to the











Figure 4. Representation of species overlap.
Species take place in the multidimensional space of traits.
Intraspecific variability causes some uncertainty. Individuals
are located around the expected position of each species, fol-
lowing a Gaussian distribution. Variance is assumed to be the
same in all dimensions (whatever the trait) and for all species,
for simplicity of the conceptual model. Two species are rep-
resented with their density of probability projected onto the
axis that joins them. The standard deviation of the density of
probability on the figure is half the distance between the two
species.
The other possible solution consists of considering u as a
proxy for species overlap. [57] represent the niche of species
in a one-dimension space. It can be generalized to the multidi-
mensional space of traits assuming variability is the same for
all species and all traits (Figure 4). Similarity between species
may be defined as the area of overlap of the distribution curves.
In other words, a species’ own niche can be defined as the re-
gion of the space of traits where its probability of occurrence
is the greatest. Species overlap is the probability for a species
to be in the other’s niche. Mathematically, supposing both
















The overlap does not change as long as ds,t/σ remains
constant. As distances have been normalized, the variable
of interest is σ which represents the intra-specific variability
of traits. Let’s consider the two most distant species, with
ds,t = 1. If σ = 1/6, their similarity is very small (around
1%). Higher values of σ mean that no species can be consid-
ered completely dissimilar, so zs,t > 0 whatever the species.
Smaller intra-specific variability allows zs,t u 0 for closer
couples of species.









, the similarity zs,t = e−uds,t represents species overlap.
The value of u corresponding to σ = 1/6 is about 4. Higher
scales correspond to less intra-specific variability.
We established the link between the mathematical proper-
ties of the scale parameter u and its biological meaning, even
though the assumptions of the model, i.e. equal variability
for all traits and all species, is not realistic. Yet, it is better
than the usual hypothesis of no variability at all. The diversity
of eigenvalues [58] allows taking into account intra-specific
variability rigorously but does not allow estimation-bias cor-
rection.
The alternative approach by Chiu and Chao appears to be
more straightforward since it directly relies on the distance
matrix. Yet, it is influenced by the way the distance matrix
is built. If it is based on a generalized Gower’s metric, the
distribution of distances can be modified by transforming the
numerical trait variables (e.g. take their logarithm) or redefin-
ing the (arbitrary) numerical values of ordered categorical
ones. The parameter u noes nothing else, but it does it explic-
itly. The fundamental difference between the two definitions
of functional diversity is not on the role of u but on that of q,
which allows to focus on ordinary or rare species, depending
of the chosen measure of diversity.
We estimated functional β diversity between two tropical
forest plots previously investigated by Marcon and Hérault
[18] with different methods. The optimal value of u (imply-
ing the similarity of the most different species is about 8 %)
results in quite flat profiles of diversity (Figure 3). This is
not a numerical artifact (the average species ordinariness is
0.26) but due to low variability (its standard deviation is 0.03)
despite the efforts made to maximize the variability of sim-
ilarity. The functional β diversity between these two quite
similar forest communities is negligible (very close to 1). The
main explanation is probably the high functional redundancy
between these two forest plots. They are spaced by only a
few hundred meters and are located on similar topography
and soils. It is always strange to observe how tropical forests
can locally be extremely rich in species but exhibit a very low
turnover in space [59, 60]. This finding, well-documented for
neutral diversity, seems here exacerbated from the perspective
of the functional diversity. This supports the view that, in
tropical forests, niche differentiation, if any, occur at very
fine spatial scale through vertical distribution shaped by light
access and micro-habitat complementarity [61]. Above this
micro-habitat scale, functional assemblages are very similar
to each other and governed by a few leading and continuous
functional axes [29]. This is supported by the flat shape of
diversity profiles: giving more importance to original species
(lowering q) has no effect because less ordinary species are
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not frequent. In other words, according to our limited data
and number of traits, functional diversity is brought by fre-
quent species and quickly saturated: adding more species or
more communities does not increase it. These conclusion
clearly have to be completed by the alternative point of view
of Chiu and Chao’s functional diversity which can evaluate
the importance of rare species rather than original ones.
The entropart package [62] for R allows diversity estima-
tion presented in the paper.
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Appendix S1: Estimation of 𝑉 and 𝑊 
We first estimate 𝑉. 
 
Let Δ = [𝑧̅(1−𝑝𝑠) + 𝑝𝑠]𝑞−1  and Δ′, Δ′′, …, Δ(𝑣) be the 𝑣th partial derivative of Δ with 
respect to 𝑝𝑠 . We have: 
Δ = [𝑧̅+ (1− 𝑧̅)𝑝𝑠]𝑞−1 
Δ′ = (𝑞 − 1)(1− 𝑧̅)[𝑧̅+ (1− 𝑧̅)𝑝𝑠]𝑞−2 
Δ′′ = (𝑞 − 1)(𝑞− 2)(1− 𝑧̅)2[𝑧̅+ (1− 𝑧̅)𝑝𝑠]𝑞−3 … 
Δ(𝑣) = � (𝑞 − 𝑖)𝑣
𝑖=1
�(1− 𝑧̅)𝑣[𝑧̅+ (1− 𝑧̅)𝑝𝑠]𝑞−𝑣−1 
 
At 𝑝𝑠 = 1, we evaluate these derivatives to be: 
Δ′ = (𝑞 − 1)(1− 𝑧̅) 
Δ′′ = (𝑞 − 1)(𝑞 − 2)(1− 𝑧̅)2  … 
Δ(𝑣) = � (𝑞 − 𝑖)𝑣
𝑖=1
�(1− 𝑧̅)𝑣 = � (𝑖 − 𝑞)𝑣
𝑖=1
� (1− 𝑧̅)𝑣(−1)𝑣 
 
Assuming ∑ 𝑝𝑠[𝑧̅(1−𝑝𝑠) + 𝑝𝑠]𝑞−1𝑠≥1 < ∞ and 𝑧̅ is a small positive number, we can 
introduce the Taylor expansion of Δ at 𝑝 = 1 in 𝑉. We have: 
𝑉 =�𝑝𝑠[𝑧̅(1−𝑝𝑠) + 𝑝𝑠]𝑞−1
𝑠≥1
 =�𝑝𝑠[𝑧̅+ (1− 𝑧̅)𝑝𝑠]𝑞−1
𝑠≥1
 
 =�𝑝𝑠 �1 +� 1𝑣! � (𝑖 − 𝑞)𝑣
𝑖=1



















 = 1 +� (1 − 𝑧̅)𝑣









Denote 𝜁1,𝑣 = ∑ 𝑝𝑠(1−𝑝𝑠)𝑣𝑠≥1 : 






























𝑊 is calculated the same way. 
 
Let Γ = −ln[𝑧̅(1−𝑝𝑠) + 𝑝𝑠]. We have: 
Γ = −ln[𝑧̅+ (1− 𝑧̅)𝑝𝑠] 
Γ′ = − 1 − 𝑧̅
𝑧̅+ (1− 𝑧̅)𝑝𝑠 
Γ′′ = (1− 𝑧̅)2[𝑧̅+ (1− 𝑧̅)𝑝𝑠]2 
Γ (3) = −2(1− 𝑧̅)3[𝑧̅+ (1− 𝑧̅)𝑝𝑠]3 … 
Γ (𝑣) = (𝑣 − 1)! (1− 𝑧̅)𝑣(−1)𝑣[𝑧̅+ (1− 𝑧̅)𝑝𝑠]𝑣  
 
At 𝑝𝑠 = 1: 
Γ (𝑣) = (𝑣 − 1)! (1− 𝑧̅)𝑣(−1)𝑣 
 
 
We introduce the Taylor expansion of Γ at 𝑝 = 1 in 𝑊: 
𝑊 = −�𝑝𝑠 ln[𝑧̅







































Appendix S2: decomposition of entropy 
We start from the multiplicative decomposition of diversity: 
𝐷𝛾
𝒁𝑞 = 𝐷𝛼𝒁𝑞 𝐷𝛽𝒁𝑞  
 
We write the deformed logarithm of the equality: 
⇔ lnq 𝐷𝛾𝒁𝑞 = lnq 𝐷𝛼𝒁𝑞 + lnq 𝐷𝛽𝒁𝑞 − (𝑞 − 1)�lnq 𝐷𝛼𝒁𝑞 ��lnq 𝐷𝛽𝒁𝑞 � 
 
We replace lnq 𝐷𝛼𝒁𝑞  by 𝐻𝛼𝒁𝑞  and we factorize the last two terms: 
⇔ 𝐻𝛾
𝒁𝑞 − 𝐻𝛼
𝒁𝑞 = �lnq 𝐷𝛽𝒁𝑞 ��1 − (𝑞 − 1) 𝐻𝛼𝒁𝑞 � 
 
We replace 𝐻𝛼𝒁
𝑞  by its value: 
⇔ 𝐻𝛾
𝒁𝑞 − 𝐻𝛼
𝒁𝑞 = �lnq 𝐷𝛽𝒁𝑞 � �1 − (𝑞 − 1) 1 − ∑ 𝑤𝑖 ∑ 𝑝𝑠𝑖(𝒁𝒑)𝑠𝑖𝑞−1𝑠𝑖 𝑞 − 1 � 
⇔ 𝐻𝛾
𝒁𝑞 − 𝐻𝛼




We replace lnq 𝐷𝛽𝒁𝑞  by lnq� 𝐷𝛾𝒁𝑞 𝐷𝛼𝒁𝑞� � and introduce probabilities: 
⇔ 𝐻𝛾
𝒁𝑞 − 𝐻𝛼
𝒁𝑞 = 1 − ∑ 𝑝𝑠(𝒁𝒑)𝑠𝑞−1𝑠∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑖 ∑ 𝑝𝑠𝑖(𝒁𝒑)𝑠𝑖𝑞−1𝑠





𝒁𝑞 = ∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑖 ∑ 𝑝𝑠𝑖(𝒁𝒑)𝑠𝑖𝑞−1𝑠 − ∑ 𝑝𝑠(𝒁𝒑)𝑠𝑞−1𝑠
𝑞 − 1  
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